Shaun G. Cameron
3016 Rosser Ave.
Brandon, MB R7B-OG9
204-724-0334
September 26, 2018
Hon. Ron Schuler
Minister of Infrastructure

Province of Manitoba

Room 203
Legislative Building
450 Broadway
Winnipeg, MB R3C OV8
Minister Schuler,
I hope this finds you well.
I'm writing you with regards to a concern that has been raised in our community
infrastructure

pertaining to provincial

and roads.

In the interest of full disclosure, I am a resident of the University Ward in the City of Brandon, and am
currently seeking election to represent the ward.
Throughout

my campaign I have received a request from a number of constituents

of a particular intersection

in our community.

to look at the safety

The corner of McDiarmid Drive and Victoria Ave. (also

known as Provincial Hwy. 1A). This crossing has increasingly become a safety risk for residents as
vehicles have a tough time knowing for certain if residents are crossing as it is on a route that is a
thoroughfare.

The intersection

a close proximity.

is adjacent to a number of local restaurant as well as two schools within

Currently the only traffic control device is a painted crosswalk which has a difficult

entry points on both sides (due to what could be considered blind spot pedestrian entries into the
intersection).
I wanted to bring this to your attention

prior to making a statement about it publically regarding future

requests on the need for a lighted pedestrian crosswalk or traffic control device. I felt it proper to make
your office aware prior to any declaration

of my intentions,

should I be successful in securing the seat as

the councillor for the University Ward.
I welcome any questions you may have with regards to this, and thank you for taking the time to
address my letter.

Kindest Regards,

c.c. - Scott Sinclair, Acting Deputy Minister
Reg Helwer, MLA, Brandon West
Rod Sage, City Manager, City of Brandon

